
Introductions - Christine Muir, Allison Smith - co chairs 
 
Genre Overview - Jennifer Webb, Cary Library, Lexington 
Romance for Librarians 
Best-selling, least understood genre 
Literature by women, for women 
Top for profitability; mystery is what people say they read most often 
Sales go up in difficult times such as 2008 recession, 2020 quarantine 
Three main criteria according to Romance Writers of America (RWA):  

1. Romantic story 
2. Central to narrative 
3. Happy ending for lovers 

An effort to define romance as relationship between one man and one woman was squashed by 
notable authors such as Nora Roberts and others. Leave room for polyamory and LGBTQ. 
Successful romance creates equally compelling partners, realistic reason to be apart, internal 
conflicts, resolved believably meaning characters experience some growth, heroine’s desires 
(whatever they are) are fulfilled. 
Various tropes, ie playboy falls in love with average-looking person, marriage of convenience 
In Romance you can and should judge book by cover. 
Harlequin Presents - since 1919, most traditional type of cover 
Various “heat” levels - 50 Shades of Gray is less “out there” than one might expect 
A look at covers - changes in trends - Nora Roberts 1980s expanded male perspective putting 
characters on more equal footing - 50 Shades of Gray began as Twilight fan fiction 
 
Will pandemic show up in upcoming romance novels? Probably as the contemporary stuff tends 
to reflect the actual times.  
 
Articles - The Consolation of Genre: On Reading Romance, The Changing Face of 
Romance Novels 
Never considered how women’s reading habits changed. Leftover judgement still on what 
women are reading. Harsh judgement that romance is fantasy, not real, etc.  
Negative views of romance but appreciation for older novels like HP Lovecraft. Hmmm… 
Is reading for pleasure too frivolous or escapist?  
Opportunity for romance to help increase awareness and tolerance, and bridge the us-them 
divide 
Jasmine Guillory - healthy relationships, always black female lead, often interracial relationships 
Lots of female empowerment 
Romance readers tend to be self-serving, willing to browse and find their own next read 
Lots of romances are on NYT bestsellers lists but not long waits at libraries 
 
How to determine level of heat or spiciness that reader wants? Ask them how explicit or spicy 
they want. Those terms are discreet enough to probably be comfortable. Goodreads is also a 
good resource.  



Benchmark title: The Grand Sophy by Georgette Heyer 
Heyer is often considered an establisher of the Regency Romance genre. Prolific author - 
published at least one romance a year for the beginning of her career. Gateway author for some 
people especially into historical romance. 
 
Loved it. Witty. Strong female character masterminding so many things. Lovely, light, frothy. 
Escapist. Great pandemic read. Not much diversity in characters. Stereotypes in some 
characters.  
 
Flip side - is this knock-off Jane Austen? Or parody of Austen. Lots of detail about time period, 
which could be plus for some who love that era. Suspending belief in cousin relationship. Too 
much information on horses and carriages, etc.  
 
Lots of patrons to recommend to - low/med heat level, humor with animals/pets,  
 
Great command of period language style. Setting has lots of rules of behavior, which is fun and 
interesting to some readers. Not emotionally satisfying though; hero is unknowable and declares 
love so close to end. Would prefer to see love developing throughout the story.  
 
Banter, dialogue is appeal factor for many readers within Heyer’s writing.  
 
Second Titles 
The Flame and the Flower by Kathleen E. Woodiwiss 
Steamy! Trope. Problematic from feminist lens. Difficult to set aside contemporary feminism to 
read this. Tough to read in current times, MeToo, consent, etc. Lack of consent in many 
situations. Female lead kills one rapist, who was a creep. Another rapist not so creepy, but still 
tough to read. Probably not for younger readers.  
 
An Extraordinary Union by Alyssa Cole 
Good entry into romance genre. Woman goes undercover as slave against confederacy. 
Escape near death at least three times. Would have liked more action scenes. Some explicit 
scenes so probably in “hot” level. For readers of spy novels or adventurous books. Also those 
who like the Civil War setting. Some language that might be troubling for readers. Not too far a 
departure from an author like David Baldacci, with some sexual tension between characters. 
Chapters alternate character perspective. 
 
The Viscount Who Loved Me by Julia Quinn 
Part of Bridgerton series. Kate is strong-minded, becomes upset with viscount sets sights on her 
sister for a marriage of convenience. Viscount thinks he’ll die young so he won’t marry for love, 
but he develops feelings for Kate. Funny, witty. More modern sensibility than Heyer. Written in 
2000. Idealized view of period based on class structures. Positive relationship with stepmother, 
which is nice. Ends with a “where are they now” piece, which is fun. Middle heat ground. 
Hot/Average. Some foreplay, one big scene, some smaller scenes. 



Bringing Down the Duke by Evie Dunmore 
About a woman in Victorian England, end of 1870s. Maybe on the bridge of upper middle class. 
Father is vicar. Living with cousins, sort of like Cinderella. Governess to their children. On her 
own. No prospects for marriage or career. Gets scholarship to Oxford, which just started 
admitting women. Sponsored by an organization to attend. They advocate for women’s suffrage 
movement at the time. She has to work for the movement as condition of scholarship. Modern 
sensibility. Meets dashing and handsome Duke who is actively working against suffrage. Fast, 
light, fluffy. Middle heat index. Not too racy, Good period romance with the modern sensibility. 
Part of series, The Oxford Rebel. Female lead has fully rounded life, juggling multiple 
responsibilities. Not leading a charmed life. 
 
The Highwayman by Carrigan Byrne 
First in Victorian Rebels series. Main characters meet as children, equivalent of home for 
orphans. Boy gets in trouble and sent to prison for trying to save her from a clergyman trying to 
assault her. She comes to believe that he dies in prison. She works as secretary for Scotland 
Yard, 1870ish. Skirts some of the society’s rules. Sort of feels modern even within the older 
society. Mild to spicy, some heat in a few scenes but not many. Not overly explicit.  
 
Cold Hearted Rake by Lisa Kleypas 
Self-proclaimed rake inherits earldom in poor condition. Heroine is likable. Intellectual equals. 
She wants to make a go of it, he wants to keep his partying lifestyle. Secret revealed partway 
through, creates more conflict. Medium heat. More than Heyer. Newer book, 2015. Fast read. 
Engaging enough to pick up the second one in series, The Ravenels.  
 
The Lady’s Guide to Celestial Mechanics by Olivia Waite 
Lesbian story. One woman’s father dies so she takes up his work. Other woman’s husband 
passed away a few years ago. Ten year age difference. One knows she is a lesbian, the other 
hadn’t considered it before. Relationship develops between them. Modern approach within 
constraints of time period. Keep it fairly close to the vest but some who know support them, a 
little idealized maybe? Feminist slant in side plot about how women are taking measures to 
become more involved in a science organization that doesn’t allow women to participate. 
Med-High heat.  
 
A Lady’s Lesson in Scandal by Meredith Duran 
Kind of “My Fair Lady” story - picks up woman off street to pose as noblewoman. Deals with 
class in a way that most historical romances kind of ignore. Not as light-hearted as some 
historical romance.  
 
When a Scot Ties the Knot by Tessa Dare 
Takes place in Highlands. Maddie is painfully shy so at 16, rather than being introduced to 
society, she makes up an Army officer boyfriend who had romance with her and now is off 
fighting. She actually writes letters to him and mails them to what she thinks is a fake 
person/address, but of course, there actually is someone with that name. She says he dies so 



she is treated like a widow. Then the real soldier shows up on her doorstep with some of his 
fellow soldiers, looking to reclaim their land. Medium heat level. Some foreplay and some more 
explicit scenes. Part of series. 
 
 
 


